SFSU Conditional Pathway To College Readiness

You Are Conditionally Ready For:

**English**
- CAASPP/EAP: Standard Met =3
- ACT English: 19-21, SAT Verbal: 460-490

You Must Complete One Option:
- An approved senior English course: ERWC or Weighted English Honors
- AP or IB course (English Lang. & Comp. or English Lit. & Comp.)
- Jr. college English, must satisfy SFSU Gen Ed **

You Must Complete One Option:
- An approved course with a prerequisite of: Algebra II or Integrated Math III, includes:
  - Trig., Math Analysis, Pre-Calc., or Calc.
- AP Calculus, AP Physics, or AP Statistics
- Jr. College math, must satisfy SFSU Gen Ed **

Courses must be:
- equivalent to one academic year
- taken during your senior year
- passed w/ a C or better

---

EXEMPT
- from EPT and/or ELM
- from CSU Early Start Program
- Enroll directly in college level courses upon SFSU admission

---

NOT EXEMPT
- Required to participate in the CSU Early Start Program (ESP), (unless you meet other ESP exemptions)
- Take: EPT, earn 147 or higher
- ELM, earn 50 or higher
- *Not required, but encouraged!!*

---

ENROLL IN EARLY START (SUMMER)
- Also enroll in developmental courses in fall as required.
- You will receive more information if applicable.

---

EPT = English Placement Test
ELM = Entry Level Math exam
Gen. Ed. = General Education requirement

**Some students take Jr. college courses to avoid developmental courses at SFSU. Seek guidance from your school counselor and reference ASSIST.org to make sure courses transfer appropriately.

This chart was created based on the CSU “Pathway to College Readiness”**